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Abstract
Many experts in the biology of ageing believe that pharmacological interventions to slow ageing
are a matter of ‘when’ rather than ‘if’. A leading target for such interventions is the nutrient
response pathway defined by the mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR). Inhibition of this
pathway extends lifespan in model organisms and confers protection against a growing list of age-
related pathologies. Characterized inhibitors of this pathway are already clinically approved, and
others are under development. Although adverse side effects currently preclude use in otherwise
healthy individuals, drugs that target the mTOR pathway could one day become widely used to
slow ageing and reduce age-related pathologies in humans.

The mechanistic target of rapamycin (mTOR) story began in the 1970s when new antifungal
activity was discovered in soil samples from the Polynesian island of Rapa Nui (Box 1).
Thus, the compound, which was isolated from Streptomyces hygroscopicus, was named
rapamycin. Also known as sirolimus, rapamycin was widely studied as an
immunosuppressant before its mechanism of action was well understood, and in 1999 it was
approved for use in post-transplantation therapy. Since then, rapamycin and several
derivative compounds (including everolimus, temsirolimus, ridaforolimus, umirolimus and
zotarolimus, collectively referred to as ‘rapamycins’ in this Review) have been approved for
a variety of uses, including prevention of restenosis following angioplasty and as a treatment
for certain forms of cancer.

Studies in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae first identified the target of
rapamycin genes TOR1 and TOR2 as genetic mediators of rapamycin’s growth inhibitory
effects, and soon afterwards the mTOR protein was purified from mammalian cells and
demonstrated to be the physical target of rapamycin1. mTOR is a serine/threonine protein
kinase of the phosphatidylinositol-3-OH kinase (PI(3)K)-related family that functions as a
master regulator of cellular growth and metabolism in response to nutrient and hormonal
cues2. mTOR functions in two distinct complexes: mTOR complex 1 (mTORC1) and
mTOR complex 2 (mTORC2) (Fig. 1). Rapamycins inhibit mTORC1 by binding the
FK506-binding protein FKBP12, which then interacts physically with the complex and
decreases activity. Although mTORC2 is not directly affected by rapamycin, chronic
exposure can sequester mTOR from mTORC2, inhibiting mTORC2 assembly. This effect
on mTORC2 is thought to contribute to metabolic complications associated with chronic
rapamycin treatment, including glucose intolerance and abnormal lipid profiles3 (described
further later).
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Much more is known about both the upstream regulation and downstream outputs of
mTORC1 compared with mTORC2. mTORC1 is activated by insulin and other growth
factors through PI(3)K and AKT kinase signalling1. mTORC1 is also activated by
environmental nutrients (for example, amino acids) and repressed by AMP-activated protein
kinase (AMPK), a key sensor of cellular energy status (discussed further later). In response
to these growth signals, mTORC1 is thought to promote messenger RNA translation and
protein synthesis through at least two mTORC1 substrates, ribosomal protein S6 kinases
(S6Ks) and eukaryotic translation initiation factor 4E-binding protein 1 (4E-BP1). mTORC1
also promotes lipid biosynthesis, represses degradation through the autophagy pathway, and
regulates glucose metabolism and mitochondrial function through the hypoxic response
transcription factor HIF-1α (Fig. 1) as well as the peroxisome-proliferator-activated receptor
coactivator PGC-1α. These multiple inputs and outputs place mTORC1 as a key regulatory
nexus, modulating anabolic processes versus catabolic processes in response to nutrients,
growth cues and cellular energy status.

mTOR and known longevity factors
The first indication that mTOR regulates ageing came from studies in S. cerevisiae, in which
it was found that deletion of the gene encoding the yeast orthologue of S6K — SCH9 —
resulted in a doubling of yeast chronological lifespan (defined as the duration of time that
cells in stationary phase remain viable)4. Soon after, mTORC1 was shown to affect
longevity with the finding that mutation or RNA interference (RNAi) knockdown of mTOR
(let-363) or the mTORC1 component raptor (daf-15) could extend lifespan in the nematode
Caenorhabditis elegans5,6. This was followed by studies in the fruitfly Drosophila
melanogaster and using the yeast replicative ageing model, showing that mutations in
mTOR and several other components of the mTORC1 pathway also increase lifespan in
these systems7,8. In addition, a series of studies showed that rapamycin extended lifespan in
yeast9,10, nematodes11, fruitflies12 and mice13–15, firmly establishing mTORC1 as a central,
evolutionarily conserved regulator of longevity (Table 1).

Dietary restriction
Reduction in nutrient intake in the absence of malnutrition, or dietary restriction (also
referred to as calorie restriction), extends lifespan in many different species16. In fact, other
than mTORC1 inhibition, dietary restriction is currently the only intervention known to
extend lifespan in yeast ageing models and in worms, flies and mice. mTORC1 is thought to
play a part in mediating longevity and health benefits as a result of dietary restriction, which
is intuitive given its function in responding to nutrient and growth cues. Dietary restriction
reduces mTORC1 activity in invertebrate organisms and in some mammalian tissues, and
pharmacological or genetic disruption of mTORC1 is sufficient to extend lifespan in both
invertebrates and mice under non-dietary restriction conditions2.

Genetic evidence that suggests mTORC1 acts downstream of dietary restriction comes
mainly from epistasis experiments in which dietary restriction is combined with mutations in
the mTORC1 pathway. In yeast, for example, dietary restriction fails to further extend
replicative lifespan when combined with deletion of the genes encoding the mTOR and S6K
homologues8. A similar relationship is observed when RNAi knockdown of mTOR is
combined with dietary restriction in C. elegans17. In fruitflies, 4E-BP1 is required for
maximal lifespan extension from at least one method of dietary restriction18, and lifespan
extension from dominant-negative alleles of mTOR and S6K extend lifespan in fruitflies in a
nutrient-dependent manner7. However, the interaction between dietary restriction and
mTORC1 signalling is complex, as evidenced in reports that RNAi knockdown of S6K and
translation initiation factors yield an additive lifespan extension when combined with dietary
restriction in C. elegans17. Interpretation of these types of experiments is complicated by the
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fact that several different dietary restriction protocols are used, and quantitative assessments
of activity are often missing. Despite these challenges, numerous studies have linked
mTORC1-regulated processes, including both reduced mRNA translation and induction of
autophagy, to lifespan extension from dietary restriction in different organisms (discussed
further later). Thus, there is broad consensus that reduced mTORC1 signalling probably
contributes to longevity and health benefits as a result of dietary restriction19.

Insulin/IGF-1-like signalling
Reduced insulin/IGF-1-like signalling (IIS) increases longevity in nematodes, fruitflies and
mice16,19. Lifespan extension from reduced IIS is mediated by the FOXO family of
transcription factors, and several studies have associated polymorphisms in FOXO3 with
longevity in humans19. mTOR activity is linked to IIS through multiple connections (Fig. 2).
As already mentioned, mTORC1 is activated by IIS through AKT, and mTORC1 can
negatively regulate IIS through S6K, which inhibits insulin receptor substrate 1 (IRS-1)20.
Additional studies have indicated that FOXO3A can transcriptionally regulate tuberous
sclerosis protein 1 (TSC1), an upstream inhibitor of mTORC1, in mammalian cells21 and
that the mTORC1 target 4E-BP1 is also a transcriptional target of FOXO in fruitflies22.
mTOR and IIS also interact through mTORC2, which activates AKT to repress FOXO1 and
FOXO3 in mammalian cells23.

Genetic studies that examine the relationship between mTORC1 and IIS with respect to
longevity reflect this complexity. In nematodes, the FOXO orthologue daf-16 is proposed to
repress raptor expression, and lifespan extension from mutation of raptor requires DAF-16
— a defining characteristic of components of the IIS pathway5. Paradoxically, mutation of
mTOR itself6 or treatment with rapamycin11 does not require DAF-16 for lifespan
extension. Similarly, lifespan extension that results from mutations or RNAi knockdown of
mTOR-pathway downstream targets such as S6K and the translation initiation factors eIF4E
and eIF4G does not require DAF-16 (refs 17, 24). Thus, current evidence supports the idea
that mTORC1 modulates ageing by mechanisms that overlap but are distinct from IIS. This
is consistent with the model that mTORC1 acts mainly downstream of dietary restriction,
which, based on similar epistasis experiments, also seems to increase lifespan by
mechanisms that are overlapping but distinct from IIS.

AMP-activated protein kinase
AMPK is a conserved sensor of energy status that is activated in response to low ATP levels
and negatively regulates mTORC1 (Fig. 2). Overexpression of AMPK is sufficient to extend
lifespan in C. elegans, and the AMPK activator metformin (a widely used antidiabetic drug)
is reported to extend lifespan in C. elegans and in short-lived, cancer-prone strains of
mice25–27. AMPK inhibits mTORC1 through at least two distinct mechanisms: AMPK
phosphorylates TSC2 on conserved serine sites, resulting in activation of TSC2 and
downregulation of mTORC1 activity28, and AMPK directly phosphorylates raptor to impair
mTORC1 signalling29. These data suggest that dietary restriction could reduce mTORC1
signalling partly through activation of AMPK. The actual situation is likely to be more
complex, however, as both AMPK and mTOR interact with multiple additional factors, and
it has been reported that activation of AMPK extends the lifespan of C. elegans through the
CREB-regulated transcriptional coactivator 1 (CRTC-1) rather than through mTORC1 (ref.
30). Importantly, so far, there is no direct evidence for regulation of mTORC1 by AMPK in
C. elegans, which does not have a TSC2 orthologue.
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The hypoxic response
HIF-1α is a highly conserved transcription factor that is activated in response to low oxygen
availability (hypoxia) and regulates the expression of a suite of genes involved in
maintaining cellular homeostasis under these conditions31. Under normoxic conditions,
HIF-1α is targeted for proteasomal degradation, and ectopic stabilization of HIF-1α is a
hallmark of many cancers. A major feature of the hypoxic response is to drive ATP
production under oxygen-limiting conditions by promoting a metabolic shift from oxidative
phosphorylation towards glycolysis and lactic acid fermentation. mTORC1 activates the
early hypoxic response in mammals by enhancing translation and stabilization of HIF-1
itself, as well as by enhancing translation of mRNAs encoding a subset of HIF-1 target
genes that include vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)32. Prolonged hypoxia,
however, results in downregulation of mTORC1.

The hypoxic response has been implicated in ageing by studies in C. elegans in which HIF-1
acts as both a positive and negative regulator of longevity31. Stabilization of HIF-1 results in
lifespan extension by a mechanism that is distinct from both IIS and dietary restriction33,34.
Interestingly, deletion of hif-1 also extends lifespan of animals grown at a high temperature
(25 °C), but not at a low temperature (15 °C)35. In this context, HIF-1 has been proposed to
act downstream of dietary restriction and mTORC1 (ref. 36) (Fig. 2). However, direct
evidence for regulation of HIF-1 by mTORC1 in C. elegans has yet to be obtained.

mTOR in mammalian ageing and healthspan
The first indication that mTOR modulates mammalian ageing came from longevity studies
as part of the National Institute on Aging’s Interventions Testing Program (ITP). Rapamycin
was found to significantly extend lifespan in a genetically heterogeneous strain background
at three independent test locations13. A particularly interesting aspect of this study was that
the animals did not begin receiving the drug until they had reached 600 days of age, roughly
equivalent to 60 years of age in a person. Follow-up studies that began rapamycin treatment
at an earlier age replicated the initial result but failed to show substantially larger effects on
longevity14. In mice treated with rapamycin from 6 months of age, mean lifespan extension
was about 18% in females, but only 10% in males14. Both higher and lower doses of
rapamycin are currently being tested, and it will be of particular interest to see whether a
greater longevity benefit can be achieved. Soon after the ITP rapamycin study was
published, knockout of the mouse gene encoding S6K1 (Rps6kb1) was reported to increase
lifespan in females37. In this case, the lifespan extension was sex-specific, with males
receiving no longevity benefit.

A key prediction of the hypothesis that ageing is caused by specific molecular changes is
that it should be possible to slow the ageing process and, thereby, delay the onset and
progression of multiple age-related diseases (Fig. 3). Thus, slowing ageing should increase
both lifespan and healthspan — the period of life spent in relatively good health, free from
chronic disease or disability. This seems to be the case for dietary restriction, which not only
extends lifespan but also delays the incidence of age-related decline and disease in rodents,
including cancer, cognitive decline and neurodegeneration16. Similarly, dietary restriction
reduces the incidence of cancer, cardiovascular disease, brain atrophy and diabetes in rhesus
monkeys38. Emerging evidence suggests that, like dietary restriction, mTORC1 inhibition
may have similar positive effects on multiple age-related pathologies in rodents and, in some
cases, humans (Box 2).

From a public-health perspective, an intervention that results in compression of morbidity,
in which most of a lifetime’s illness is compressed into a shorter period of time near the end
of life39, is particularly desirable. Although it is too early to know whether rapamycins could
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represent such an intervention, end-of-life analysis of the long-lived rapamycin-treated mice
in the ITP studies indicates that the spectrum of causes of death was not significantly
altered14. However, age-related alterations in heart, liver, adrenal glands, endometrium and
tendon, as well as the decline in spontaneous activity, all occur more slowly in rapamycin-
treated mice40. Another study found that, in addition to lifespan extension, spontaneous
tumorigenesis and deaths owing to cancer in the inbred C57BL/6 mouse strain were
significantly reduced by rapamycin15. These data suggest that rapamycin slows the ageing
process in mice such that many normal causes of morbidity and death are delayed. The
evidence that rapamycin can protect against multiple age-related diseases (Box 2) —
including reduced cognitive function41,42 — is consistent with a compression of morbidity,
although further studies will be needed to definitively test this. As previously alluded to,
there has not yet been a careful analysis of different rapamycin regimens, and the observed
effects on longevity and healthspan may be quite different at higher or lower doses of the
drug.

Mechanisms of longevity regulation by mTOR
In recent years, much effort has been applied to defining the mechanisms by which
inhibition of mTORC1 enhances longevity. Not surprisingly, the picture that has emerged is
complex. Multiple mTORC1-regulated processes seem to contribute to the pro-longevity
effects of mTORC1 inhibition in a coordinated and overlapping manner.

mRNA translation
Among the most crucial of mTORC1 functions is the promotion of mRNA translation and
protein synthesis under conditions that are favourable for growth, and there is evidence that
regulation of mRNA translation can modulate longevity in yeast, nematodes, fruitflies and
mice43. For example, mutations in S6K have been found to extend lifespan in all four of
these model organisms (Table 1). Likewise, mutation or knockdown of multiple translation
initiation factors and ribosomal proteins has also been shown to extend lifespan in yeast and
nematodes44, and overexpression of an activated allele of 4E-BP extends lifespan in flies18.

It has been proposed that a global reduction in mRNA translation could be beneficial during
ageing by allowing endogenous protein repair and degradation machinery to better maintain
protein homeostasis in the face of protein aggregation and oxidative damage45.
Alternatively, a general reduction in mRNA translation could attenuate age-associated
pathologies that result from ‘hyperfunctional’ overactive biosynthetic and proliferative
processes that are important during development but detrimental during adulthood46. Instead
of a global reduction in mRNA translation, however, molecular evidence suggests that
differential translation of specific mRNAs is more important for effects on lifespan. The
evidence for this came from yeast, in which lifespan extension in ribosomal protein mutants
is associated with increased translation of the transcriptional activator Gcn4, which regulates
the expression of many target genes, including several that are involved in enhanced stress
resistance and response to amino acid starvation47. This regulation of Gcn4 is mediated by
structural features of the 5′ region of the GCN4 mRNA that cause it to be preferentially
translated when mTORC1 is inhibited. Mechanistically similar observations have been made
in both nematodes and fruitflies, in which a subset of mRNAs are translated more efficiently
when global mRNA translation is reduced through inhibition of mTORC1-pathway
components. In worms, these differentially translated mRNAs are enriched for stress
response genes, and in flies they are enriched for mRNAs encoding components of the
mitochondrial electron transport chain18,48. Although the specific mRNAs seem to differ
across species, a common theme of enhanced translation efficiency of metabolic and stress
genes in response to mTORC1 inhibition has emerged.
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The mechanism by which mTORC1 regulates mRNA translation in mammals continues to
be an active area of research. Although S6k1 knockout mice are long-lived and have a small
body size37, there is no direct evidence that these animals have reduced rates of global
mRNA translation. In both yeast and worms, a deficiency of S6K causes a substantial
reduction in global mRNA translation and protein synthesis24,47, so it would be somewhat
surprising if mice that lack S6K1 do not. However, one recent study has questioned whether
S6K1 is a major component of mTORC1 regulation of mRNA translation in mammalian
cells49. In experiments using the mTOR catalytic inhibitor Torin 1, acute control of
translation by mTORC1 in p53−/− mouse embryonic fibroblasts was found to be mediated
mainly by 4E-BPs, and was largely limited to mRNAs with 5′ terminal oligopyrimidine
(TOP) motifs49. This study also found no evidence that complexity of the 5′ untranslated
region is a determinant of mTORC1-dependent differential mRNA translation49, which is in
contrast with the yeast and invertebrate models already described. It may be that the precise
mechanisms by which mTORC1 regulates mRNA translation, and the impact of this
regulation on longevity, is different in mammals and invertebrate species. Alternatively,
these differences could arise from effects of the catalytic inhibition of mTOR, as opposed to
genetic inhibition or inhibition with rapamycin, or from differences in mTOR function in
cells grown between culture and in vivo.

Autophagy
Activation of autophagy is another key mTORC1-regulated process that probably has a
central role in promoting longevity. Autophagy is a major degradation pathway in
eukaryotic cells that is essential for removing damaged organelles and macromolecules from
the cytoplasm and recycling amino acids during periods of starvation50. Evidence suggests
that autophagic degradation declines with age, and it has been proposed that this leads to an
accumulation of damage, such as protein aggregates and degenerate mitochondria, that
contribute to age-related cellular dysfunction51. Activation of autophagy by inhibition of
mTORC1 presumably maintains cellular function during ageing by allowing enhanced
degradation of aged cellular components. However, this hypothesis has been difficult to test
directly, partly because the tools for quantifying autophagic flux are inadequate and rely
mainly on secondary assays — such as the abundance of proteins involved in various steps
of autophagy. Evidence from studies in yeast and invertebrates supports the model that
mTORC1-mediated induction of autophagy is required for lifespan extension from dietary
restriction or from rapamycin12,52,53, although it remains to be determined whether
induction of autophagy is sufficient to promote longevity in the absence of mTORC1
inhibition. In addition to longevity, aberrant regulation of autophagy has been linked to
several diseases of ageing, including cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular disease and
neurodegenerative diseases50, and it seems likely that enhanced autophagy underlies many
of the beneficial effects of mTORC1 inhibition in these disease models.

Stress resistance and xenobiotic metabolism
Inhibition of mTORC1 signalling has been linked most clearly to enhanced stress resistance
in yeast and nematodes. In yeast, for example, reduced activity of Tor1 and Sch9 activates
the protein kinase Rim15, which in turn activates the stress response transcription factors
Msn2, Msn4 and Gis1 (ref. 54). Induction of these stress response pathways is required for
yeast chronological lifespan extension from dietary restriction, or in response to reduced
mTORC1 signalling through deletion of SCH9 (ref. 54). In nematodes, treatment with
rapamycin has been shown to activate the stress response transcription factor SKN-1, which
is encoded by the orthologue of mammalian NRF2 (ref. 11). SKN-1 is required for lifespan
extension from rapamycin11, and has also been implicated in lifespan extension from dietary
restriction55. Interestingly, NRF2 is activated in mice treated with rapamycin and in those
subjected to dietary restriction56. In both cases, NRF2 activation results in the induction of
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several enzymes involved in xenobiotic defence, suggesting that enhanced resistance to such
environmental insults may be important for lifespan extension.

Mitochondrial function
Regulation of mitochondrial function by mTORC1 is complex and seems to involve
multiple mechanisms. As mentioned previously, mTORC1 promotes activation of HIF-1,
which in turn enhances glycolytic flux while simultaneously downregulating mitochondrial
oxygen consumption32. Another report suggests that mTORC1 actively promotes
mitochondrial biogenesis and metabolism through PGC-1α and the transcription factor
YY-1 (ref. 57). The best evidence for a direct mitochondrial role in longevity downstream of
mTOR signalling comes from yeast, in which inhibition of mTORC1 results in a metabolic
shift towards greater mitochondrial respiration, thereby increasing chronological lifespan58.
This effect has been proposed to involve an adaptive signalling response owing to elevated
levels of mitochondrial super-oxide59. Mice that lack mTORC1 activity in adipose tissue
also show enhanced mitochondrial respiration60, suggesting a similar relationship between
mTORC1 and mitochondrial function in mammals, at least in some tissues.

Inflammation
Inflammation is associated with several age-related disorders61, and a reduction in
inflammation is proposed to be a primary mechanism by which dietary restriction promotes
longevity and healthspan62. Hyper-activation of mTOR is often associated with
inflammation, and rapamycin has been shown to have anti-inflammatory effects in multiple
settings, including chronic kidney disease63, vascular inflammation after angioplasty64,
atherosclerotic plaques65 and lung infection66. Thus, a reduction in chronic, age-associated
inflammation is another attractive mechanism by which mTORC1 inhibition could slow
multiple age-related pathologies in mammals.

Stem cells
In mammals, a decline in stem-cell function is likely to be an important cause of age-related
pathology67. There is increasing evidence that mTORC1 has a central role in this process,
and that inhibition of mTORC1 can preserve, and perhaps even rejuvenate, stem-cell
function in a variety of tissues. For example, rapamycin protects old mice from an immune
challenge with influenza virus, which has been attributed to a rejuvenation of
haematopoietic stem-cell function in the treated animals68. Furthermore, treating old mice
with rapamycin has been found to enhance intestinal stem-cell function69. Interestingly, the
mechanism accounting for this improvement is linked to inhibition of mTORC1 in the
surrounding Paneth cells, resulting in a more favourable niche, rather than a direct effect of
mTORC1 inhibition in the intestinal stem cells. In another study, dietary restriction was
shown to enhance the function of muscle stem cells in both young and old animals through
both cell-intrinsic and cell-extrinsic mechanisms70. Although the authors did not directly
examine a role for mTORC1, these effects have been proposed to be partly mediated by
reduced mTORC1 activity71.

Future directions and perspectives
mTOR is a key modulator of ageing in evolutionarily divergent organisms, ranging from
yeast to rodents, and it is likely that this function has been conserved to some extent in
humans. The complexity of the mTOR network presents a hurdle in defining the mechanistic
details of how mTOR influences longevity and healthspan. Several mTOR-regulated
processes are likely to contribute to the effects of mTORC1 inhibition on ageing and
disease, and it will be challenging to untangle the context-specific and tissue-specific
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relationships. Nonetheless, impressive progress has been made in this area over the past few
years, and we anticipate that this trend will continue.

As the list of beneficial effects of rapamycin in invertebrate and mouse models continues to
grow longer (Box 2), it becomes increasingly tempting to speculate on similar benefits in
people. As mentioned previously, rapamycins have been approved clinically for a variety of
uses but have yet to be tested against a broad spectrum of age-related diseases. At the time
of writing, the search term ‘rapamycin’ generates 1,343 results in the National Institutes of
Health clinical trials database (http://clinicaltrials.gov). We therefore anticipate a bounty of
additional data on the effects of rapamycin in humans over the next few years.

All of this then raises the question, at what point should we consider giving these drugs to
otherwise healthy people? Perhaps the greatest upside of mTORC1 inhibitors is their
potential to delay cognitive decline during ageing. The evidence for improved cognitive
function in old mice treated with rapamycin is striking41. Current estimates suggest
cognitive decline can be detected as early as 45 years of age in otherwise healthy people72.
Loss of cognitive function is a leading concern among geriatricians and their elderly patients
and is a significant and growing public-health burden. If mTORC1 inhibition has even a
modest positive effect on cognitive function, it could improve the quality of life for millions
of middle-aged and older adults. Add to this the likelihood that risks of developing some
forms of cancer, cardiovascular disease, and neurodegenerative disease would be reduced,
then mTOR inhibitors may offer an attractive opportunity to have a significant impact on
preventive health care.

Before this can happen, however, important questions must be answered. Rapamycin is not
without side effects, including hyperlipidaemia and hyperglycaemia, anaemia and stomatitis,
in patients. A recent study of long-term rapamycin treatment in mice reported increased
incidence of cataracts and testicular degeneration40. The effects of mTORC1 inhibition on
immune function and wound healing are also of particular concern. Although it is unclear
whether rapamycin alone has substantial immunosuppressive effects in healthy individuals,
it undoubtedly is immunomodulatory. It would be unfortunate to take a drug that slows the
rate of ageing, only to succumb to infection from an otherwise innocuous bacterium or virus
at an early age. Optimal dosage and duration of treatment are also unknown factors. Almost
no information exists on the most effective dose of rapamycin for longevity or healthspan in
mice, and the current data suggest that rapamycin therapy that begins late in life is nearly as
effective as therapy that begins early in life, at least for longevity. Understanding whether
this is also true for a variety of age-related pathologies will be important. Assessing risks
and side effects from studies of patients with disorders such as the rare lung disease
lymphangioleiomyomatosis, for which rapamycin is indicated for chronic use, may be
informative in determining the clinical potential of this drug and other mTOR inhibitors in
the setting of age-related disease.

The development of chemical inhibitors of mTOR, as well as drugs that target other
components of the mTOR pathway, promises to greatly aid research, while also potentially
providing drugs of therapeutic value. Until recently, pharmacological inhibition of mTOR
has been largely limited to rapamycins, but newer ATP-competitive inhibitors of mTOR
kinase activity have been developed that block the phosphorylation of all known substrates
of both mTORC1 and mTORC2 (ref. 73). These drugs show early promise as anticancer
therapies, but as yet there are no data regarding their effects on longevity and other age-
related diseases. S6K inhibitors, 4E-BP1 activators, mTORC1-specific inhibitors and
mTOR-independent activators of autophagy are also attractive approaches for potentially
modulating longevity and healthspan without incurring the side effects that are associated
with rapamycins.
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The search for a way to delay human ageing has proven long and elusive. Although still far
from certain, there is reason to be optimistic that mTOR inhibitors may accomplish this
goal. mTORC1 inhibition slows ageing in yeast and invertebrates, extends lifespan in mice,
and has an impact on a diverse array of age-related diseases. Are we finally on the threshold
of being able to fundamentally alter human ageing? Only time will tell, but if the pace and
direction of recent progress are any indication, the next few chapters in the mTOR story
should prove very interesting indeed.
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BOX 1 Key events for rapamycins in ageing

• 1970 Soil samples containing rapamycin-producing Streptomyces
hygroscopicus taken from the Polynesian island of Rapa Nui

• 1975 Purification of rapamycin and identification of fungicidal activity

• 1977 Immunosuppressive activity discovered

• 1984 Antitumour activity discovered

• 1991 TOR1 and TOR2 genes identified in yeast

• 1994 mTOR gene FRAP1, now MTOR, identified in mammals

• 1995 Mechanism of action of rapamycin discovered

• 1999 Approved by US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in
preventing host-rejection in patients undergoing kidney transplantation

• 2003 Approved by FDA for use in drug-eluting stents

• 2006 Shown to extend lifespan in budding yeast

• 2007 Approved by FDA for treatment of renal-cell carcinoma

• 2008 Approved by FDA for treatment of mantle cell lymphoma

• 2009 Shown to extend lifespan in mice

• 2010 Shown to extend lifespan in fruitflies

• 2010 Approved by FDA for treatment of tuberous sclerosis

• 2011 Shown to improve outcome in mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease

• 2011 Approved by FDA for treatment of pancreatic cancer

• 2012 Shown to extend lifespan in nematodes

• 2012 More than 1,300 clinical trials under way or completed
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BOX 2 Effects of mTORC1 inhibition on age-related disease

Inhibition of mTORC1 has positive, and sometimes negative, effects on the age-related
pathologies in model organisms and, in some cases, humans.

• Neurodegenerative diseases Protection against dopaminergic neuron death in
fruitfly and mouse models of Parkinson’s disease77,78, delayed disease
progression in mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease79,80 and frontotemporal
lobar dementia81, and improved spatial learning and memory in old-aged
mice41,42.

• Cancer Reduced growth of solid-tumour cell lines, but disappointing efficacy in
clinical trials, with the exception of renal-cell carcinoma, breast cancer and
several rare forms of cancer82.

• Heart disease Widespread use to prevent restenosis following angioplasty.
Reduced hypertrophy83 and regression of failure84 in mouse aortic-constriction
model. Reduced cardiomyopathy in models of the zebrafish Daniorerio85 and in
mice86.

• Metabolic disease and obesity Resistance to diet-induced60,87 and age-
associated88 obesity in mice. However, inhibition is also associated with glucose
intolerance and insulin resistance in mice3, and dyslipidaemia in humans.

• Immune function Rapamycins are used in combined immunosuppression
therapies in humans. Rapamycin pretreatment enhances immune function in
tuberculosis89, influenza68 and antitumour vaccine responses in mice90 and in
vaccinia vaccine responses in non-human primates91.

• Kidney disease Decreased rejection and nephrotoxicity in allograft and renal-
cancer therapies in patients92. Improved outcome in animal models of polycystic
kidney disease and diabetic nephropathy.

• Other health effects Beneficial effects in animal models of age-associated
retinopathy93, and in a variety of disorders that are not obviously age-related,
including cerebral ischaemia and reperfusion injury94, depression41, autism
spectrum disorder95, muscular dystrophy86, epilepsy96, food allergies97 and
autoimmune disorders98. Decreased need for anti-VEGF intravitreal injections
in humans with age-related macular degeneration99. Reduced toxicity and
enhanced clearance of progerin in cells from patients with Hutchinson–Gilford
progeria syndrome100. Negative effects include testicular degeneration and
cataracts in mice58, oral mucositis and stomatitis in humans, and impaired
wound healing in humans and animal models.
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Figure 1. The two mTOR complexes have distinct constituent proteins and regulate different
downstream processes
Here (figure represents data from studies in mice) mTORC1 comprises deptor, PRAS40,
raptor, mLST8, mTOR and TTI1–TEL2. mTORC2 is comprised of deptor, mLST8, protor,
rictor, mSIN1, mTOR and TTI1–TEL2. Rapamycin binds to FKBP12 and inhibits mTORC1
by disrupting the interaction between mTOR and raptor. Regulation of lipid synthesis by
mTORC1 is thought to occur mainly through sterol-regulatory-element-binding protein
transcription factors (shown here as SREBP1) by a mechanism that is not completely
understood. mTORC1 negatively regulates autophagy through multiple inputs, including
inhibitory phosphorylation of ULK1, preventing formation of the ULK1–ATG13–FIP200
complex (which is required for initiation of autophagy). mTORC1 promotes protein
synthesis through activation of the translation initiation promoter S6K and through
inhibition of the inhibitory mRNA cap binding 4E-BP1, and regulates glycolysis through
HIF-1α. mTORC2 inhibits FOXO3a through S6K1 and AKT, which can lead to increased
longevity. The complex also regulates actin cytoskeleton assembly through protein kinase C
α (PKCα), Rho GTPases and Ras proteins.
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Figure 2. Interactions between mTOR and other longevity pathways
mTORC1 responds to a variety of environmental cues and communicates with several
known longevity factors in a complex network of interactions. mTORC1 activity limits
longevity, and several pathways related to mTORC1 can result in the extension of lifespan.
Rapamycins inhibit mTORC1 and decrease its activity. mTORC1 can be activated by
environmental nutrients such as amino acids. Hormonal cues can stimulate IIS, which can
increase longevity through PI(3)K and AKT mediation of the FOXO family of transcription
factors. mTORC1 can also negatively regulate IIS through inhibition of IRS-1. Sensing of
low oxygen levels stimulates mTORC1 to activate the hypoxic response by enhancing
translation of HIF-1, which inhibits FOXO family members and increases longevity. HIF-1
is also thought to extend longevity at high and low temperatures, or inhibit it at low
temperatures. Inhibition of mTORC1 signalling has been linked to stress resistance, and
inhibition of the stress response transcription factor SKN-1 (an orthologue of Nrf2) by
mTORC1 has been implicated in lifespan extension. Glucose and metabolite sensing as a
result of dietary restriction can lower mTORC1 signalling partly through activation of
AMPK, which can inhibit mTORC1 and promote longevity. The complex actively promotes
mitochondrial biogenesis and metabolism through PGC-1α and YY-1. Inhibition of this
results in greater mitochondrial respiration, leading to increased longevity. Dietary
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restriction and IIS can also influence each other and their related pathways. The relationship
between mTORC2 and mTORC1 is still unclear. The interactions shown have been
described in studies of yeast, nematodes, fruitflies and mice.
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Figure 3. The impact of mTORC1 on diseases of ageing
Ageing drives the onset and progression of multiple disorders that are modulated by
mTORC1 signalling. Data from animal and human studies indicate that some disorders (red
arrows) are improved by rapamycins. However, for others (blue arrows), although
influenced by rapamycins, evidence suggests there are both beneficial and detrimental
consequences of mTORC1 inhibition.
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Table 1

Comparison of species in which genetic or pharmacological inhibition of an mTORC1-pathway component
extends lifespan

Saccharomyces cerevisiae* Caenorhabditis elegans Drosophila melanogaster Mus musculus

Rapamycin Yes9,10 Yes11 Yes12 Yes13–15

mTOR gene mutation and
knockdown

Yes8,9 Yes6 Yes7 Yes3

Raptor gene mutation and
knockdown

Not reported Yes5 Not reported Not reported

Tsc1 and Tsc2 activation Not applicable† Not applicable Yes7 Not reported

S6K gene mutation and
knockdown

Yes4,8 Yes24 Yes7 Yes37

4E-BP activation Not applicable Not applicable Yes18 Not reported

Translation initiation factor
mutation and knockdown

Yes44 Yes17,24,74,75 Not reported Not reported

Ribosomal protein mutation and
knockdown

Yes44,47,76 Yes17,75 Not reported Not reported

*
Includes both replicative and chronological lifespan;

†
Not applicable is used in cases for which homologues have not yet been identified.
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